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FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS SPRING

The systematic work of burrowing through old Club
and Minutes
can sometimes be quite intriguing; as an example, we Records
have unearthed a fifty
year old mystery.
It seems that following a retrospective exhibition of
amall paintings by R.F. Gagen in June, 1926, three items were missing.
Subsequently Miss Gagen reported this and at an Executive
meeting in
January 1927 the President stated that efforts by the
Picture
Committee to
locate the paintings had been in vain.
And there is no further record of
this matter.
On February 5th, 1927, a special dinner was given to honour
Vincent
Massey, who had been appointed the first
Canadian Ambassador to Washington.
The theme of the dinner was "How the Eagle swooped Down
upon the Beaver".
Music was supplied by the Hart House Quartette; Ambassador
Massey was given
a booklet designed by Scott Carter and hand-illuminated
by Club artists.
On March 23rd and 24th four short plays were presented by
the Club: "Low
Life" by Mazo de la Roche; "The Bakerts Dozen" by H.H.
Munro (Saki); "The
Prizewinner" by Merrill Denison; "The Jest of Hahabba" by
Lord Dunsany.
(This last play was being produced for the first
time in North America).
On April 27th one of the fore-runners of the early Spring Revues (known
as the Artistsl Jamboree) was produced; the theme was a take-off
on the
Fathers of Confederation.
In May 1927 the first
visit
to
the
Club
was made
by the cast of the Dt Oyle Carte Opera Company.
In the same month a dinner
was given for Miss de la Roche to salute her achievement
prestigious Atlantic Monthly competition with her novel in winning the
Jalna. A repeat
performance of her play "Low Life" was given following the
dinner.
Hunter Bishop
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
YONGE STREET PRESS
A new Publishing Company, "Yonge Street Press", has been started by
Burt Richardson and Bill Shelden.
Their first book is "Poems by Barker Fairley", in a Special Edition,
illustrated, hard cover, limited to 200 copies, numbered and signed by our
Honorary Member Dr. Barker Fairley. A Standard Edition will also be
available.
The signed, limited edition will be on sale at the Club at $10, with
20% of this price being donated to the Picture Fund of the Arts & Letters
Club for all copies sold within the Club.
Barker Fairley, who has distinguished himself as a scholar, a poet
and a painter, will be 90 years old on May 21 and the book will celebrate
this occasion.
Long forgotten, these poems were written more than 50 years ago at a
time when the poet was a young staff member of the University College,
founder and editor of the Canadian Forum and a close associate of the Group
of Seven. The poems are fresh and appropriate for today.
An exhibition of his paintings is at present on the walls of the Club.

See Bill Shelden for sales at the Club, or phone him at 925-0913.

I

CLARIFICATION
Our December issue contained an article entitled "Exploring What?".
The
last paragraph seemed to imply that the Arts and Letters Club was directly
and formally involved in the formation of the Massey Commission, the Canada
Council and the Stratford Shakespearean Festival.
It is a fact that during and shortly after the 1939-45 war, the Club was
formally involved with committees and organizations whose objectives were
to improve the climate for Canadian culture, but not in the later
organizations mentioned above. However, several members of the Club, acting
on their own initiative, took an active and effective role in their formation.
CHAMBER PLAYERS -

FEB. 23, 1977

This was the second and final concert of the current season performed, as
always, before a capacity audience.
As usual Nelson Dempster introduced the
players and announced the program as follows:
Suite, "La Lyra" by Telemann.
Concerto for three violins by J.S. Bach.
String Sinfonia No.10 by Mendelssohn.
Duo Concertante for violin and double bass by Bottisini.
The first three works presented three different facets of German music of
the 18th and 19th centuries.
The Bach, not surprisingly the outstanding
member of this group, was beautifully played by Victor and Noriko Martin
and Rosalie Zelonka as soloists.
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The highlight of the evening, as on a previous occasion, was the Bottisini,
Before I first heard this
performed by Victor Martin and Joel Quarrington.
work this composer; was unknown to me; after hearing it I did not have to
No one but an absolute
be told that he was a virtuoso on the double bass.
master of the instrument could have written such a work, which must include
As before, Joel
every type of passage that a double bass can play.
Quarrington was the hero, performing the most incredible feats with seeming
ease and earning in every way the tumultuous applause which followed.
Victor
As an encore, the group played the Paragon Rag by Scott Joplin.
Martin then announced that this would be his last appearance with the group
and expressed his thanks to the Club for the pleasure he had derived from
I have since heard that he has accepted an
his association with it.
and Assistant Conductor of the National
Master
appointment as Concert
Spain,
and I am sure we all wish him every success
Orchestra of his native
in his new venture.
Finally the players were thanked briefly, on behalf of all the members,
by me.
Bill Haehnel

CLUB ACTIVITIES

S

HARRY SOMERS -

SECOND PIANO CONCERTO

A musical event of the highest importance, and one closely involving two

members of this club, took place in the concert hall of the Royal
Conservatory on March 13, 1977. This was a recorded performance of Harry
Somerst second Piano Concerto and marked the 21st. anniversary, (more or
less), of the first and only live performance by Reginald Godden, soloist
with the CBC Symphony conducted by Victor Feldbrill. In that remote age it
was not routine, as it is now, to tape all performances, and the only record
of the occasion was in the form of a very few "black market" discs. All of
these were either worn out or lost, and it was only through Victor's
perseverance plus a bit of luck that one was found in the files of the late
Terence Gibbs. The performance we heard was a tape made from this disc with
a few "patch jobs" where the original was too far gone. In spite of the
poor quality of the recording it was apparent that this was a major work
equal in stature to any of the modern concerti. The pity is that the chance
of another performance is remote.
The meeting opened with the tragicomic story of
eventual finding of, the record, related by Harry
an analysis of the work by Reg illustrated at the
period afterward, it became apparent that many in
present at the original performance.
)

the search for, and
and Victor, followed by
piano. During a question
the audience had been
Bill Haehnel
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Walter Moorhouse
Walter Moorhouse was an architect of the old school: he could draw; he
was well versed both in architectual history and the vocabulary of
ornament of his day; he worked hard and spared no amount of time and energy

to see that, above all else, his client was well served.

In his practice with the late Alan George, he designed and supervised
the construction of a number of religious and educational buildings in the
Toronto area. The firm of George, Moorhouse, and King designed Yorkminster
Baptist Church on Yonge Street and Christ Church Deer Park. George and
Moorhouse, as it became latterly, were associate architects with the late
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott of the chapel for the University of Trinity College,
and with Somerville, McMurrich & Oxley on a Men t s Residence building for
Trinity College. This was Mr. Moorhousets last project before retiring.
He worked out of our office for this period, and endeared himself to all of
us with his kindly manner and deep humility. He had amazing vitality. He
thought nothing of walking several miles per day at a brisk pace. He was
an avid sailor. During his time with us, (then in his eighties), he spent
his traditional two week vacation as an active crew member on the sloop
"Patricia", owned by the late Tom Wade, a Past Commadore of the R.C.Y.C.
When Mr. Moorhouse died in January, he had the distinction of having the
longest continuous membership of anyone in the Club - he had joined in 1912
He contributed a good deal of information about the older architects to ourW
archives.
He was a Past President of the Club, (1949-1951) and became a
Life Member in 1957.
Norman H. McMurrich
Joseph McCulley
An Appreciation
I met Joe McCulley first some 57 years ago. I saw him last when he
attended our Golden Wedding Anniversary less than one year ago.
Joe and I both came under the magnetic influence of Taylor Statten, also
an Arts & Letters Club member, at Older Boyst Conferences when he was
National Boys' Work Secretary of the IMCA. "The Chief" as Taylor Statten
is affectionately known by thousands of men of our vintage, invited Joe
and me to form part of a small Advance Party to prepare for the influx of
over 200 men who would be attending Camp Tuxis, Canadats first Boyst Work
Leadership Training Camp, on the shores of Canoe Lake, Algonquin Park.
This unique and demanding pioneer experience was the beginning of a lifelong friendship.
Graduate studies took us in different directions: Joe's to Oxford, mine ·
to Columbia University. Each of us in his own way pursued an educational
career.

Joe served Canadian Expeditionary Forces in

England;

contributed

greatly to prison reform in Canada as Deputy Commissioner of Penitentaries;

- 5gave distinguished leadership as Headmaster of Pickering College, Newmarket;
and crowned his crowded career as Warden of Hart House, University of
SToronto.
When I
Each of us enjoyed a special association with "The Chief".
graduated from McMaster University in 1925, I joined "The Chief's" staff as
Provincial Boyst Work Secretary for Alberta. When Joe became Headmaster
t
of Pickering College, "The Chief", in turn, became a member of Joe s staff,
Earlier it was "The Chief" who
specializing in the counselling of students.
nominated Joe for the post.
It is not surprising that Joe McCulley was made an Honourary member of
His active support of creative developments in this whole area
this Club.
are widely and warmly recognized.
Joe had a commanding presence, not alone because of his imposing height,
The shape of his jaw,
but because of the sheer power of his personality.
take a sculptor of
would
It
impact.
I think, had something to do with his
of this
vigor
and
vitality
the calibre of Ken Jarvis to capture the
Joe leaves
friendship,
exceptional man. In addition to a vast legacy of
enduring
He will remain an
with us all something uniquely Canadian.
inspiration to all Canadian youth.
Charles E.(Chick) Hendry

Frank B. Pidgeon

He was born in Peterborough,
Frank B. Pidgeon died on February 11, 1977.
Ontario, on April 7, 1895, and during World War I he served in the Canadian
He was aboard one of the naval ships in the Halifax habour during
Navy.
the terrible explosion which wrecked the city. For twenty-five years he
was associated with Confederation Life Insurance Company and was
Superintendant of Group Sales. His interests were wide and varied: he was
a founder and charter member of the Hardy Bay Fishing Club (on the narrows
of the French River), and was a devoted worker for many of the Spring

Reviews and other Club shows, as well as serving as a most genial host
behind the bar of many "Happy Hours" before monthly Club dinners. But,
along with his family life, he enjoyed a distinguished collection of
Canadian books, collected with great care and enthusiasm, on explorations,
settlements and political personalities throughout our national history.

For some years he and his wife Caroline lived in a splendid, Victorian
house called The Elms, in Newcastle, Ontario. There was a little, eastern,
tUnited Counties 9 branch of Club members - Horace Walton-Ball, Fred Kemp,
Tom Tobin, David Ouchterlony, W.Arnot Craick, Frank and me - who "summered"
in Port Hope. We often got together at the Pidgeons for many, many happy
gatherings.

*

Frank joined the Arts and Letters Club in 1955. He was also a member of
the National Club for over thirty years. Perhaps Frank will be best
remembered for his engaging ability to tell a good story - and tell it well.
We shall all miss him, but be glad that we had the opportunity to enjoy
his friendship and share some of his interests.
Gene Butt
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The House Committee would like to remind all members that the club
facilities are available for private parties, receptions, meetings
etc. Luncheons for up to 20 people can be arranged in the Lamps
Room at $3.50 per person for the full lunch, and lady guests will
be welcomed.
The following schedule of fees for use of the club facilities has
recently been approved by the executive committee.
Rental:

Great Hall:

to 50 people $75.

Lounge:

to 30 people $50.

50-100 people $100.

Hall & Lounge: $125.
Bar Service:

$ 25.

Several members have recently arranged private dinners, wedding

receptions, business meetings and afternoon teas, all with happy
results.

A typical example of a dinner for 80 people follows:
Rental Hall & Lounge $125.
$ 25.
Bar Service
Menu:

Soup
Roast Beef
Yorkshire Pudding
Potatoes
Vegetable
Apple Pie
Beverage
Wine

$ 8.50 per person
.85 tax 10%
1.28 gratuity 15%
$10.63 per person
Total Rental, Dinner and Bar Service
$12.50 per person plus liquor

Private parties are a good source of revenue for the Club to help
The Steward would be
our usually precarious financial position.
pleased to arrange parties for you, or call the Chairman of the
House Committee Ted Brock at 924-4477 or 364-8675.

PUBLISH OR PERISH

This academic clich6 does not apply to your Club although a little good

publicity now and then is relished by the wisest men.

However, dear Members, please do not rush to the news media with a
release or an item without first checking with your Club. There are
many factors that can legally complicate publicity for a private club
such as The Arts and Letters Club of Toronto.
I
If you want outside publicity for a Club project of any kind please
597-145V
day,
the
during
office
his
at
Morrow
John
phone and discuss with
or his home, 964-3788 in the evening.
«««««««««««*«««««««*««

«««******«

****»******»*»»*»»*»«»**«***************
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The exhibition on the walls of the Great Hall, as we type this little
record of the visual arts activities of the Club members over the past
quarter year, is by Barker Fairley. All but one of the paintings shown
are portraits that he has done over a number of years with an unmistakably
personal style. None could be considered academic, and he explores the
topography of the human physiognomy with the same unfettered zest that
"iconolasts" such as Emily Carr brought to the trees and totems of
British Columbia.
His opening night was splendidly attended; a tribute to his versatility
as a scholar, painter and poet whose latest volume should be available by
the time that you read these words.

.

A video interview with the distinguished member was replayed for the
This was greatly rewarding and offered a
enjoyment of those attending.
beautiful insight into the creative mind of this dear gentleman who is
approaching his ninetieth birthday. Talk about spiritual and physical
stamina! He greeted Club members, guests and admirers right up to the
close of a most successful evening, the last Club exhibition to be presented
by the current Art Committee under the talented direction of Dr.Reginald
Haist. What a superb way to close two years of excellent shows!
(Incidentally, the versatile Dr. Haist is having another one-man show at the
Imperial Life gallery early in April.)

The penultimate Club exhibition was highlighted by a virtuoso

demonstration by the artist and Club member, Jack Reid. On the evening of
the opening of his exhibition, he talked in his lucid manner devoid of
jargon, and painted three watercolours and two sketches for an admiring
group who watched with fascination as images evolved with rapid, skilled
flourishes of the sables. The results, however, transcended facility to
soar into the realm of pure creativity. One of the paintings, through the
was auctioned off and the proceeds went to the
altruism of the artist,
Asking a professional in the arts to donate
Club's art collection fund.
such a work is comparable to requesting an orthodontist to help to
straighten a smile for free or a printer to knock off a brochure for the
Paintings and prints at the exhibition were well
good of the cause.
Those members who missed the exhibition have had an opportunity
received.
more recently to scoot around to Jack Pollock's Gallery where Jack Reid's
One critic commented about: "their interpaintings earned fine reviews.
How right the critic
weaving of visual reality with abstract essences".
"Look at that!" exclaimed
wast We saw two far out types enter the gallery.
"Georgeoust" chorused the other, fresh from the pyrotechnics of a
one.
darling of the New York school down the street.
Lyman Henderson provided a worthwhile and rewarding insight into "The
Open Studio" at a luncheon "Minds on the Move", graphically illustrating
his oral thesis with prints in a variety of media. Printmaking is
flourishing more than ever, and many members of the Club have been highly

regarded practitioners of the art through the years. "The Open Studio"
an open door to those interested in pursuing perfection in expression
*ffers
hrough sound technique.
A number of our distinguished professional artists

exhibitions recently.

have had exciting

Ray Cattell at the Gallery Moos continued to enhance

his fine reputation as an outstanding contemporary artist whose work is

- 8recognized internationally. His abstractions are sophisticated yet not
Everyone can derive contemplative pleasure from his mature art
esoteric.
and poetic titles.
Does anyone in the art world capture the glowing light of nature as
His paintings of Italian and Canadian scenes
well as Franklin Arbuckle?
radiated the joy of living from the walls of Roberts Gallery in a one-man
This painter can capture mood and atmosphere
show that was sheer delight.
while holding fast to the realities of the view before him. He takes you
with him on his visual explorations and you almost experience the sensation
of being present with him as he masterfully turns paint into atmosphere
His dear lady, Frances-Anne Johnston, has a
and dancing sunlight.
comparable talent for painting joyously in a way that seems effortless but
is based on great discipline and intense observation.
t
s opening night at Roberts Gallery was so crowded that
Alan Collier
powerful
of his
distances
the great
walk into
people were almost forced to
aspects of nature lovingly but he is
the visual
He treats
landscapes.
boats and
always in command, organizing water and sky, rocks and fields,
He says "let
his.
are totally
dynamic compositions that
into
buildings
dimension to the emotional intensity
adds a further
and it
be light",
there
personal comment on nature.
of his

yes, even in Canadian
in A & L history,
most memorable nights
One of the
of "The Great Canadian Art Fraud
discussion
was the fascinating
history,
art
at the February Members' Night.
Trial"
Some of the protagonists in that aesthetic drama of the early Sixties
Chaired byW
reminisced about the events that excited the Canadian art world.
review
yet
informal
well-organized,
a
presented
panel
Judge Bill Little, the
proceedings.
of some of the public aspects of the
Police showed
Deputy Commissioner Jim Erskine of the Ontario Provincial
of some of the fraudulent paintings with close-ups of the frames,
slides
the panels or other supports for the paintings that were far more recent
than those used by the members of the Group of Seven who were being emulated.
The Deputy Commissioner has become an authority on Canadian art and
techniques and he and Dr.A.J. Casson, in addition to their presentations,
and how to
comments about painting
exchanged many amusing and interesting
spurious.
genuine from the
the
discern
contributed
Judge Stan Hogg and Joseph Sedgwick also
audience enthralled.
held their
informative discussion that

strongly

to

this

audience at the March Memberst Night with
Richard Williams captured his
Here is a comparatively
his complete devotion to the art of animation.
young man who has kept the flame of complex and artistic animation from
He brings to his art the discipline of the trained
being snuffed out.
painter rather than the cartoony Saturday morning TV boffo approach. His
Would that we
talk was illustrated with some video tapes of recent works.
had seen more by this Pink Panther man who gazes past the feline frolics to
and drawings of Degas
by the paintings
inspired
of creativity
vista
a great
a happy ·
The question and answer session broadened into
masterst
and other
former pupil of O.C.A.
and this
time of reminiscing, as former teachers
tossed memories back and forth. A great way to end an evening, and probably

a good place to end these reportorial ramblings.
J.A.M.
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STAFF VACATION
The club premises will be closed between July 16
Every good wish is extended to
and August 14.
the staff for an enjoyable annual vacation.
be possible to lunch with A. and
It will still
Meet
L. friends during the vacation closing.
them at the Toronto Ptess Club. These downtown
.362-4266)
facilities (73 Richmond St. West, Tie:
arrangecourtesy
a
under
members
club
to
open
are
luncheon
and
Bar
period.
four-week
ment for the
are payable in cash, and you can take a lady.
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APPROACH OF SUMMER
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The club is entering the relaxed summer months
this reassuring, but not complacent, position:

in

*

The sort of events it puts its hand to, both
noon-time and evening, are still magnets.
To take an apt example, the 1977 Spring Show
was not only a sell-out, but also it reached
(See review on
sell-out earlier than usual.
page 5.)

*

The 96 members who turned out for the annual
meeting on May 19 showed they cared greatly
about the club's continuity and character.
They were in no mood to give cursory approval
to by-law changes proposed by the executive
on membership procedures, preferring to consider them over the coming year in the more
comprehensive context of club objectives.
They sought assurance that estate funds earmarked for "Building Fund" are not being used
for the daily care and feeding pf members.
Mindful that a live institution doesn't let
its affairs get into disarray, they saw the
value of the work Wentworth Walker and Hunter
Bishop have done on a consolidated Constitution.
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(APPROACH OF SUMMER)

APPROACH OF SEPTEMBER

*

The club is heading the right way on the path
of fiscal rectitude. At $1,352, the operating
deficit for 1976-77 is about a tenth of what
it was the year before. This way it may soon
kick the habit of living off its reserves.

*

The club premises have been treated as a caredfor place. Both aesthetics and security were
involved. The downstairs areas are more interesting following re-painting, the placing of
archival materials on the walls, and the addition of some hand-made furniture as a gift
from John Grayson. On security, an assessment
of existing hardware revealed a need for improveents. This resulted in a number of steps, including the use of electronic devices, that
should make the club as secure from intrusion
as it is reasonable to make it.

A frequent experience at club functions is the
discovery that the person sitting next to you has
a wealth of uncommon knowledge in his head, or
disciplined skills in his hands, or an interesting
life story to relate. Some of this knowledge and
skills makes possible the Christmas and Spring
shows, the luncheon and dinner programs, and other
activities. The rest is unobtrusively part of the
club's character.
Whom does a member come to with his ideas about
activities for the coming fall and winter? The
following list may be helpful.
It's the work of
Pat Hume, who is beginning his second term as
president. (As usual, there was a half-changing
of the guard on the Executive Committee at the
annual meeting in May.)

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

"Minds on the Move" - Jack Sword
Performing Artists at Lunch Jonathon Welsh
Members' Dinners - Jack Yocom
Ladies' Nights -- Roy Sharpe
Christmas Dinner - Jack Parr
Spring Revue -- Gary Hall
Membership David McCordic
House -- Ted Brock
Newsletter ---Wally Gillespie
Art -- Tony Wilch
Librarian and Archivist Hunter Bishop
Communications - Norman Hathaway
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(APPROACH OF SEPTEMBER)

In addition to these functional areas, members
are reminded of club officers serving another
term. Besides President Pat Hume, they are:
John A. Morrow, vice-president; Frank R. Stone,
treasurer; Frank W. Hunnisett, secretary; and
Ernie Newson, associate secretary and counsel.

OLD FRIENDS AND
NEW MEMBERS

Since the club's official year began April 1,
it has appointed two life members, and enrolled
seven newcomers in its ranks.

-Lfe Membexh

The popularity of the decision to appoint Hunter
Bishop and Frank Carrington as life members was
attested by applause at the annual meeting.
Hunter Bishop is unique in his role as "Mr.
Continuity", a point that succeeding executive
No one has
committees have had reason to value.
activities,
club
of
knowledge
a more encyclopedic
as archwork
years'
many
His
past or present.
and
diligent
both
been
have
librarian
ivist and
he
where
England
in
now
is
Hunter
gentlemanly.
some
for
needs
he
talents
the
down
tracked
has
required surgery. He takes with him the best
wishes of a wide circle of A. and L. friends.
In the 37 years that Frank Carrington has been
a member, he has sung in the choir, acted in
reviews back in Napier Moore's day when seats
were arranged "concert hall" style and members
themselves played women's roles, and served on
the executive. A designer whose field is furniture and restoration of antiques, he moved out
of his premises in the Ward-Price Building only
this year, but continues to serve some old friends
from his home on the banks of the Rouge River.
Two pieces of his work can be seen in the club:
the cabinet in the bar holding the larger archival volumes, and a cabinet in the Lamps Room.
Recently he restored the Windsor chairs in the
Great Hall.
The distinction of A. and L. life membership can
be appreciated by taking out your pocket-sized
members' list, and scanning the names on the
It's a notable company.
opening pages.

-
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(OLD FRIENDS AND

NEW MEMBERS)
NEW MEMBERS

The club continues to be freshened by new personalities and talents. These have joined since the
beginning of April:

@

Beverley S.VCudbird
This resident member has been with the Government of
Canada for thirty-five years, is currently a Meteorologist with Environment Canada. He is interested in
history, literature and theatre.
Photography is his
hobby.
William F.

Duthie

Originally joined the Club in 1955, left for a few
years and has now returned. He is interested in
conversation,literature and painting with a special
interest in Motion Pictures.
James Douglas Fleck

A Deputy Minister of the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism for the Government of Ontario.
Holds degrees
of BA and DBA. Ballet, music, painting, sculpture and
theatre interest him. He collects contemporary art
and Japanese antiques.
Geoffrey W, Goss
This portrait painter received his art training in
England and has been free-lancing for approximately
17 years.
He is interested in the fine arts of ballet
and music. His special interest is conservation.
John Grimshaw
A public relations consultant, he has been associated
with the Ontario Editorial Bureau since 1951 and is
currently the President. His interests include photography, poetry and writing.
Richard Lunn
A journalist/teacher, who is the author of "A History
of Prince Edward County". He has a BA(Hon) History.
His main interest is literature.
Gary Hall please
note: he is interested in being part of the stage crew.
Cam Westren
Son of John Hugh Westren.

Cast and crew of the Spring•

Revue Shows from 1969-1977 will be familiar with this W
new member who was part of the stage crew during that
time.
He is interested in art, music and theatre.
Model railroading is his hobby.

-5EANNUALSPRING REVUE
(APRIL 18-23)

In a Club whose average age is a little more
than one half of three-score years and ten, a

revue called "As Time Goes By" is bound to
create a certain uneasiness among the members.
For all that, the show was a sell-out --

but

wait until the people next door do "Mrs.Warren's
Profession".

Despite the teleological tilt of the title, only
one of the sketches rebuked us for not growing

wiser as we grow older. The second law of
thermodynamics was, mercifully, not mentioned at
all. And, for the most part, the grim reaper put
down his scythe to take a few pot shots at the
rear ends of old rabbits that ambled out from
the corn.
It was a good revue. The chorus and ensemble
work were well disciplined; timing was crisp
(but overall a bit long); staging was little
short of miraculous; the songs were generally
fun; the pianos (one with bells on) worked
splendidly; and one or two bits of music were
brilliant.
My guests were not only impressed by the show
itself, but by the congeniality of the atmosphere: the bar, the table service, the coffee
--

even the members letting time slip gently by.

More than a revue: an occasiont
Jim Parr

ARS LONGA

As an encore to the year's scheduled exhibitions, artist-members decided that the Spring
Revue was a good time to enliven the clubts
walls. The resulting exhibition was a fitting
visual complement to a successful show. It
presented a sampling of the varied talents in
the A. & L. from professionals of international
renown to the occasional painter who might not
otherwise have an opportunity to exhibit. That
the showing was well received was confirmed by
a number of sales.
Two members submitted paintings of the same
unusual scene from different viewpoints and
completed ten

years apart.

They came together

in the Spring Revue show by sheer coincidence
that rivalled in odds a Loto Canada grand prize
victory. The creative drive of the Club's artists was also well represented in the sets and
graphics.

(ARS LONGA)

In time for the Annual Meeting, the Sketch Clasi
papered the walls with their inspired distillations of form and motion. The members are certainly having fun while honing the keen edge of
their talents in the Club and in landscape
painting forays.
Tony Wilch somehow found time from his A & L
responsibilities to paint an entire one-man show
in the demanding egg tempera technique. He
explores this beyond the confines of the traditional medieval approach to lend added mystery to
his pensive works that he presented at a wellknown Hazelton Avenue gallery a few weeks ago.
Alan Collier, in addition to speaking from the
floor vigorously during the Annual Meeting, also
addressed his fellow members from a chair on top
of a table as he projected superb slides of the
Yukon that he has photographed on several trips.
His slides, added visual proof of his superb
sense of composition, are works of art in themselves.
He uses the 24" square format giving a
projected image that has great depth.
Some of our distinguished gallery-owner membersqB
showed works by some of their artists at a recent
combined exhibition by some of the top Canadian
Entitled "Selecting and Collectingn,
galleries.
the joint venture was well attended at the Harbourfront and gave many people a chance to see

original, contemporary art.
J .A .M.
THE LIBRARY

The New Additions shelf is witness to the stillgrowing range and interest of the clubts collection. Much of what is found there reflects the
generosity of individual members as well as
friends of the club. Without listing any books
bought for the library, we will briefly acknowledge those that have been donated this year.
Mrs. Christopher Patton, who usually writes under
her maiden name Janice Tyrwhitt, has given a very
handsome book entitled The Mill; the historical
text, sampling all types of mills on the Eastern
Bob Christie
seaboard, was written by the donor.
has provided an impressive addition to the Architecture shelf in the form of The Old Colleges
John Sanderson, our non-resident
Of Oxford,
expert on British clubs, has given a copy of a
new book entitled The Athenaeum; this was publisDick
hed to mark that club's 150th anniversary.

*

*
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(THE

LIBRARY)

Blue has contributed a copy of Majesty, a timely
book which tells the story of Elizabeth II and
the House of Windsor.
Burt Richardson and Bill Shelden are co-editors
of Poems Of Barker Fairley; a signed copy was
presented to the library. Chuck Matthews has
donated a copy of each of the two books he has
been selling to raise money for the Club; these
are A,J.Casson and Charles Comfort. Ray Peringer

has given some of the stories of Watson Kirconnell
published under the title The Flying Bull; this
gift edition, which is leather bound and boxed, is
signed by both the author and the illustrator,
Jack McLaren.
When Jack Yocom was in the Department of English

at Malvern Collegiate he wrote Music Enjoyment

And Appreciation; it was published in two parts,
the first of which Jack has given and the second
of which he is trying to locate to complete our
Wallace Joyce has donated a book with striset.
Expedition Yukon; the
king photographs entitled
donor was photographic editor and co-author of
this work. Wentworth Walker has given a booklet

about one of the Clubts charter members; titled
simply Eden Smith, this biography was prepared by

the Architectural Conservancy of Ontario. Robert
Stacey gave a catalogue entitled CW.Jefferyg;
the donor wrote the text to describe the life and
works of his grandfather for the currently-travelling exhibition of Jeffery's art. A guide to the

collection in The Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library

has been given by new Club member Richard Landon.
Hunter Bishop

SWINTON ON DICKENS
(April 17/77)

0

Yesterday afternoon the Toronto branch of the
English Speaking Union held its Spring Luncheon
at The Memorial Gardens on Eglinton Avenue West.
William Swinton was the speaker and his subject
Many of us who have read
was Charles Dickens.
several of Dickens novels learned a lot yesterday afternoon about the private life of Dickens
I was tempted to go
that we had never suspected.
out and buy a biography. It was a very popular
address - some 300 members and friends attended.
Fred Kemp
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THE AUTUMN QUICKENING

1977

Returning summer migrants found that,
while nothing disorienting had happened to the
loved oasis, intelligent changes continued to
appear. Last springts effort had made the
downstairs area a place of greater interest.
This summer it was time for the Great Hall....
a centrepiece where an atmosphere of convivial
stimulation was already obvious and where the
ghosts of many years' performances were not
to be too rudely jarred. Quite clearly a club
devoted to the arts and letters should have
the means of displaying painting and other
visual materials in a more professional manner.
On page 4 Ted Brock tells how these means were
provided.
Fittingly the summer renovation was
put to use in the opening event of the club's
That "sell-out" event on
1977-78 season.
September 22 honored the Royal Canadian
Academy, which is now making plans for its
More particularly it honored the
centennary.
25 A.& L. members who can put the initials
"R.C.A." beside their names. All disciplines
of the academy were represented on the club's

new walls: architecture,

industrial design,

film, sculpture, and painting.

e.

Professionalism in the visual arts was
at the core of the views that John C. Parkin,
the Academy's president, shared with A.& L.
members and their ladies after dinner. He
reviewed the Academy's history and its role in
fathering the National Gallery, and then talked
of present plans and future ambitions. In the
latter category is the intention to have a
permanent R.C.A. home at Windfields, the estate

-

2 -

of E.P. Taylor.
Interestingly these plans
involve a return to one of the Academys
intentions from its earliest years: to maintain

its own gallery as an exhibition place administered solely by the Academy and its artists.
The R.C.A. show remained on the clubts
walls for several weeks.

Arrangements were made

to enable those who had missed opening night to
see the exhibition at a special Academy evening
on October 3.
The exhibition included a
representative work by each of the following
members: Franklin Arbuckle, Gordon Adamson,

Sidney Bersudsky, Dr.Alfred Casson, Ray Cattell,

Christopher Chapman, Alan Collier, Dr.Charles
Comfort, Joachim Gauthier, Gerald Gladstone,
Peter Haworth, Hilton Hassell, MacKay Houstoun,
Donald Neddeau, Frank Panabaker, Gordon Peters,
Gerald Sevier, Oswald Timmas and York Wilson.

"CHICK" HENDRY ON
ART ACQUISITION

Three years ago Dr."Chick" Hendry
initiated, under the magnetic title "Minds on the
Move", a luncheon feature that has given members
a chance to meet, and share the experiences of,
many lively people. To start the 1977-78 series, a
the man who now arranges the "Minds on the Move"'
luncheon, Dr.Jack Sword, went back to the source.
He asked Dr. Hendry to speak on "Some Adventures
in Art Acquisition"... one of the activities Chick
has squeezed into a varied life. (As an instance,
Chick left
in mid-October for Venice and Cairo in
the course of some consultancy that involves an
understanding of the Islamic world and its growing
impact on Canadian life.)
The club recognized the aptness of this
choice of opener by a goodly luncheon turnout of
82 members on September 29. One of them was vicepresident, John A. Morrow, who has let the absent
Newsletter editor know what he missed:
"Dr. Hendry referred affectionately to the history
of the Club as he recounted the launching of his
own Viking ship of discovery in tAdventures in Art
Acquisition'.
"His own intuitive sense for art, enhanced by the
professional advice of some Club members, helped
Chick select some fine paintings. (Listening to
him, many members were secretly wishing that they*
had laced their investment portfolios with art
that gives more pleasure in contemplation than
paper certificates return. )

with a nicer percentage

"Chick acquired his art for pleasure,

for the sheer

0
AND WITH MUSIC TOO

joy of observing beauty.
A versatile and committed
scholar he finds time in his busy, international
schedule, to enjoy beauty from the Group of Seven
to a shining pebble on the beach,".

With the visual arts opening the club season,
the performing arts werenrt far behind.
October 3
saw the first in a new series under the title
"Performing Artists at Luncheon".
(Some sticklers
for specific description think this title
is closer
to what actually takes place than what used to be
offered under the title of "Fireside Interludes".)
Jonathon Welsh directs the series. For October 3
he arranged a short recital by tenor Michael Burgess,
accompanied by Jose Hernandez. Bill Haehnel, who
keeps Newsletter posted on things musical, thinks
Burgess is "undoubtedly headed for a great future".
Fortunately, he has recently returned to his native
Canada after a period with the San Francisco Opera.
What caught Bill's eye and ear was Burgesses
capacity to appear completely undisturbed by the
competition of lunch-serving, his powerful voice
easily overcoming the attendant noise. His program
consisted of three Italian songs, followed by a
short aria from Puccinit s "Manon Lescaut".
Bill also comments upon a work that club
member Reg Godden has performed both at the club
and again this summer in Walter Hall, Edward
Johnson Building. It was the Goldberg variations
by J.S. Bach, of which Reg gave a fine performance
at Ladies Night, in October, 1975. Of this summer's
performance, Bill says: "It was indeed a pleasure to
hear another live performance of this truly
remarkable piece, written in a style then considered
*old hate, which in so many ways anticipated music
of our own era".

The clubts musicians are also doing something
about the state of the club's choir. The aim is to
have something more permanent than the few volunteers
who, in recent years, have been hastily gathered for
Christmas and Annual Meeting ceremonial music. The
road back to what the choir used to be ( when much
fine music was composed for it by Willan, MacMillan,
Bissell, Godden and others) got under way on
September 29 under choirmaster John Cozens.
Rehearsals are being held, and the choir's first
performance will be in early December.

- 4THE GREAT HALL
REFURBISHED

These autumn events have taken place in a
Hall that had
remember --been freshened and
functionally improved over the summer. Ted Brock,
chairman of the House committee, tells what it

entailed:

"The old white beaverboard material that covered
the lower walls was stripped off right to the bricks,
and new homeosote panels were installed. Covering
the panels is a sand coloured burlap, and between
each panel at 4 foot intervals are slotted steel
standards of the kind that hardware stores sell for
wall shelving. These will adapt themselves to a
variety of uses, from hanging sculpture on the walls, /
to supporting large and heavy Christmas decorations
etc.

"To finish the job, the old fluorescent lights that
had been hanging so precariously for years were
re-hung, and hidden by a sand coloured valance.
"So the net results are:
1) An attractive new look to the Great Hall.
2) Burlap covering that we can pound nails into to
t our heartst
content without the holes showing.
3) More light in the hall and on the pictures as
the rehung lights are placed farther away from a
the walls.
"The whole operation was engineered by Oxford McNeill,
with much help from Lou Hartley, and with funds
generated from the Art and House committees.
A
final note is that the job came in well under the
$2,000 budget."

EXECUTIVE CHANGE

Frank Hunnisett's doctor is implacable: he
insists that Frank cut down his activities. Now
Frank is no longer secretary of the Arts and Letters
Club, and Bill Osler is acting secretary for the
remainder of Frank's term.

FRED KEMP IN
KINGSTON

The odds had been good that, on coming to
lunch at the A.& L., one would meet Fred Kemp,
barrister, 30-year-plus member, and former club
secretary of long service.
Thatts why one of the
more noticeable changes this autumn is Fredts
absence from the table.
Hers living in Kingston
with his son, Robert R.D. Kemp, who preceded him tc•
non-resident status. Fred's friends can reach him^
at 16 Copperfield Drive, Kingston, Ont., K7M 1M4.
Fred's continued interest in the club was indicated
by his mailing in an article clipped from the
Kingston Whig-Standard.
The author was J. Lorne
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McDougall, another non-resident member.

SEVEN NEW MEMBERS
WE LCOMED

Richard G.

/

Landon:

David McCordic, membership chairman, reports

that four men have been added to the club's
professional ranks since mid-year, another two to
resident membership, and one to non-resident
membership. Greetings to the following:

professional, age 34: B.A., B.L.S., M.A.:Richard
is head librarian at the Thomas Fisher Rare Book
Library at University of Toronto. Richard has
expressed a much appreciated interest in the value
and potential of the club library.

James W. MacKay:

professional, age 60: Jim, a graduate of The Ontario
College of Art, has headed the animation department
of the National Film Board. He now operates his own
film company producing animation sequences and live
work. Jim is also an active photographer. As the
first professional animator in the club, we look
forward to his association, particularly in thB
art section.

Douglas N. Omand:

professional, age 57: B.A., M.A.,: Doug was educated
as a biologist and has published extensively in
scientific and popular journals.
He has been
director-general of the Ontario Science Centre and
is currently chairman of the Industrial Training
Council (Ontario). He is a music and theatre
supporter and is a promising candidate as stage crew
for the Spring Show.

A.P.

Thornton:

John S.

Fleming:

)'.obert M. Taylor:

professional, age 56: M.A., D.Phil. : Archie, a
professor in the department of history at University
of Toronto, has been an educator at the university
level for 29 years. He is a past chairman of the
department and has a special academic interest in
British Imperial history. Archie writes extensively
and his 6th book is to be published this fall. He
is a supporter of music and art and is another
promising candidate as stage crew for the Spring Show.
member, age 50: John is manager, The Canadian Bank
Note Company. He is an active photographer and
painter and acts as agent for wildlife artist Frank
de Matteis. John hopes to participate in the art
section of the club. It is interesting to note that
John is a great grandson of Sir Sandford Fleming.
member, age 64: B.A., M.D., FRCP (C): Bob has recently
retired as executive director of the National Cancer
Institute of Canada and as permanent secretary of the
World Cancer Society.
Extensive world travel has
given Bob a unique opportunity to pursue his interest

in orthinology.
Bob is a supporter of theatre and
ballet
and is an active photographer.
He will be
a good addition to the Spring Show.
Philip

Cole:

"CANOE LAKE CHAPTER"
MEETS AGAIN

non-resident, age 60: M.D.,Ch.B.,D.L.O., FRCS :
Philip, a surgeon residing in Peterborough, is
presently engaged in research at the University of
Toronto on a part-time basis.
For many years
Philip has been a keen supporter of music and art
in Peterborough and he has a wonderful collection
of oriental rugs.

The second annual meeting of the "Canoe
Lake Chapter" of The Arts & Letters Club was held
in late August at Harry & Adele Ebbs cottage on
historic Little Wapomeo Island in Algonquin Park.
Eleven club members and their wives came from their
nearby cottages and the Taylopr Statten September
Camp: Jay & Irma Manning, Chuck & Dorothy Matthews,
David & Lyn McCordic, Jack & Elizabeth Eastaugh,
Ted Brock, John & Jennifer Snell, Bob & Jill Watt,
Jane McWhinney, wife of club member Bob and
daughter of Jay & Irma, Roper & Nancy Dayment,
Jack & Ruth Millar, and Elsie Ridpath, wife of

longtime club member the late Jack Ridpath.

·

Since Chuck & Dorothy Matthews were leaving
the next day for a vacation in Scotland and England,
they were presented with a birch bark scroll
bringing greetings from the A & L to the Savages in
London, whom Chuck hoped to visit. A delicious
luncheon and a good time was had by all.
F.W. Brock

LIBRARY ADDITIONS

Stratford Under Canvas, by Grace Lydiatt
Shaw, salutes the 25th year of the Stratford Festival.

The text is the result of minimum editing of dozens
of tape interviews conducted by the author.

old pictures, and lots of Canadian stage lore

Lots of

covering a period of about 60 years. Davidson Black
is a interesting book about a Canadian now almost
forgotten; a Club member who gained world acclaim
when he discovered the skull of the Peking Man in
China. Two paper-bound books, produced for the
National Gallery, and forming part of a new series
on Canadian art have been on display; the titles are
Edwin Holgate and Bertram Brooker. A pair of

reference works brimming with pertinent informationiW

has been issued in the form of guides; these are the
Toronto Art Guide from the AGO and Visual Arts
Guide from the Ontario Government.
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Sbegan

SRyerson

A number of gifts
acknowledged with thanks.

are
to the library
Hutchinson,
Leonard

who

print-making in the 1920s and who was a
former curator of the Hamilton Art Gallery, has
given an inscribed copy of Leonard Hutchinson,
book in a series
This is the first
People's Artist.
Raymond Peringer
entitled Toward A People's Art.
has helped almost complete our set of the Ryerson
Canadian Art, and Artists, series by donating a
copy of J,W. Beatty; he has also given Selections
From The Makers Of Canada and the current Sotheby
Before Fred Kemp moved to Kingston he
Catalogue.
asked Fergus Cronin to bring some of his books to
the Club; among those chosen were Canadian Poety
and Lays Of The True North.
Two members of the staff of the National
Library, on assignment to inspect the holdings of
certain special libraries, spent an evening with
the Club t s librarian and received a conducted tour
of our library and archives. As a gesture of
thanks they very kindly sent an assortment of
Canadian books; among these were Pioneer Inns &
Taverns by Edwin Guillett, Sea Dogs And Men At Arms
by J.E. Middleton, and Breaking Barriers by the
director of the National Gallery, Eric Brown.
first
A welcome first issue of a new periodical from the
Institute, entitled White Wall Review, has
been given by Ted Brock. The AGO has sent a copy
of the catalogue for their current exhibition The
Dutch Cityscape.
Hunter Bishop

GORDON K.D. ALDERSON

A prolonged but gallant fight against
with Gordon Alderson's passing on
ended
cancer
July 6.
Gord came from Ingersoll, and after
graduation from University of Toronto and the
College of Education joined the staff of the
Central High School of Commerce in the English
department.
In the early 1930s, long before "Theatre
Arts" made its appearance as a popular option in
our high schools, any serious attempt to promote
theatre in Toronto secondary schools was left to a
small group of enthusiasts in the Technical and
Commercial Schools. W.S.Milne and the Norvoc Players
at Northern Vocational, J.E. Dean and the
Playcraftsmen at Central Tech, and Herman Voaden
and Gord Alderson with the Play Workshop at Central
movement.
Commerce were the mainstays of this

-
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All four of these men were to join the
Club at about the same time under the sponsorship
of Edgar Stone.
While Board of Education lunch

@

hours usually denied them the weekday luncheons,

all became regular members of the Saturday luncheon

crowd. Each contributed in his particular way to
furthering drama at the club.

Once again Gord displayed his characteristic

ability to work in support of others and to do

whatever job he was given with meticulous attention to
detail.
He had served his apprenticeship well at
Central Commerce, where Voaden was the idea man (and
often the playwright as well) but where the co-ordination and polish of many of their public performances
was due in no small measure to Aldersonts patient
and persistent work with both cast and crew. I
particularly remember Gordon's production of E.P.
Conkle t s one-act play "Minnie Field" at Hart House
Theatre in an early Dominion Drama Festival. It was
chosen as one of Toronto Regionts entries in the
final Festival. It was the only play I have ever
seen where the pace of each speech, and the pauses,
was worked out with a metronome!
James E. Dean

HORACE CORNER

The long-time members will be saddened to
learn that on July 28th Horace Corner died.
At that
time Horace had the distinction of having the longest
continuous membership in the Club; he joined in 1914
and became a Life Member in 1959.
One can trace Horace's contribution to
musical performances back to 1906, when he played
under Frank Welsman as a member of the violin section
of the Toronto Conservatory Symphony Orchestra (two
years before the word "Conservatory" was dropped from
the orchestra's name). In a taped interview Horace
recalled fond memories of the times that he later
played in the Club as an amateur with some of the
professional members - a sort of classical version of
a "pick-up" group in the pre-union days.
Horace was a quiet, gentle man who, because
of his extensive reading, could contribute to a
discussion on almost any erudite subject.
From 1923
to 1949 he served as editor of the annual Canadian
Almanac & Directory, being succeeded by Marsh
Jeanneret.
In the Club Horace was editor of the
W
Monthly Letter for approximately five years during
the 1950s, and for several years he maintained the
Archives books.
Hunter Bishop

EDGAR JOCELYN STONE

9 -

A life member of the club, Edgar Stone was
He had long
he died on Friday, August 12.
when
80

been prominent in theatrical circles of his native
city, Toronto. From 1929 to 1934 he was the director
of Hart House Theatre where he was instrumental in
the development of local talent, both in acting and
in the writing of plays. For a number of years he
had his own studio for the production of plays for
radio and television.
Ed produced and directed many plays at the
Arts and Letters Club, some of which won Dominion
The Poacher, and Napoleon Crosses
Drama Awards (i.e.
He was also active in the club's
the Rockies).
annual Spring Revues.
He was a discriminating collector of objects
d'art, especially of Chinese ivories and of English
pewter, of which he had an outstanding collection.
Edgar and his wife Louise were active members and
benefactors of the Royal Ontario Museum. More
latterly he devoted much time to the Order of St.
John of Jerusalem, of which he was president of
the Toronto Council.
A further distinction: he was one of the
original (1932) seven members of the B.O.F. ("Birds
of a Feather" or "Bloody Old Fools" -- all club
members), of which only two survive.
Chuck Matthews

ALLAN J.

RAE

The legend of the late Al Rae looms largest
He
as the jovial scourge of Lake Ontario.
more than
for
Valhalla
sloop
28-foot
his
campaigned
to him.
available
trophy
every
capturing
30 seasons,
in
a home
Island,
of
Algonquin
resident
A long-time
Queen
the
behind
right
he designed and built himself
sailing
City Yacht Club, he had spent the weekend
before passing away quietly in his sleep on July 11.
The donations made in his memory are being used to
establish a permanent display at the Marine Museum
of Upper Canada.
Al Rae had been active in the Toronto
Born in Glasgow,
commercial art scene for 50 years.
he arrived in Toronto in 1923 at the age of 14 and
was still in his teens when he landed his first job
in the graphic arts. Stints with Hood-Rankin,
Famous Players, Rapid Grip and Batten, and Pringle
and Booth were followed by the decision to set out
on his own, as Al Rae Retouching, in the late 1940s.
"Dad was his own
Says his architect son, Allan Jr.:
best critic".
John Snell, the newly-appointed curator of

-
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our art collection, adds a comment about Al Raets

club activities: "His contributions were enormous,
but generally unknown and unsung. Each year he
was the author of a spectacular part of the set for
the Spring Show. His juke box, worked up from a
rough sketch by me, is the best known example,
since it is now on display at the club. Other
achievements included the coffin used by Eric Ford
in 'Lucy of London, Ontario' and the Liberty Bell
that cracked when a nylon line was pulled.,

DR.R.W.

IAN URQUHART

Club members will be saddened to learn of
the sudden death of Dr. Ian Urquhart at his home
on September 7. In recent years Ian regularly
attended the club and his quiet reminiscences at
the round table in the outer lounge were a source
of great enjoyment for his friends.
Dr. Urquhart was born in Fort QutAppelle,
Saskatchewan. After graduation from the University
of Toronto, he specialized in internal medicine and
for many years was engaged in private practice.
During the first war he interrupted his
studies to serve in The Division of Signals and in
the second he was with the Canadian Medical Corps,
rising to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel in charge
of medicine for the 15th General Hospital.
He was
released from service at the request of the University of Toronto and became director of its Health
Service during its period of reorganization.
In 1946, he gave up private practice to
become Medical Director for the Ontario Hydro, a
position he held until 1958 when he resigned to
accept the chairmanship of the Ontario Hospital
Services Commission just prior to the introduction
of hospital insurance in Ontario.
Dr. Urquhart served on numerous national and
international committees and boards and in 1959
received an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from
Queen's University for his contributions to the
public good.
Ian had a number of interests outside of
medicine. He liked to sail and for several summers
cruised on the Great Lakes with a group of friends.
Another hobby was painting and over the years he
sketched with many artist friends from the Club.
Recently he has been working on Banting memorabiliW
for the University.

- 11 His accomplishments were high, his
behaviour quiet and unassuming, his friendship
warm. He will be greatly missed.
R.E. Haist

THE ARCHIVES

After the display cabinets had been
emptied of a summer-time exhibition saluting the
wonderment generated a decade ago by Expo '67,
they were used to display a collection from our
library of the first
issues of certain Canadian
arts periodicals.
We happen to think that the
collecting of the initial
number of a periodical
is a worthwhile endeavor of some historical
significance.
Not only do you get an optimistic
and sometimes prophetic editorial, and a table
of contents that tells you who and what were
considered important in a particular art field,
but also it is a great way to keep track of the
style and content of advertisements at the time
of launching the publication.
Although we have older issues of art
periodicals than those shown, they are not the
first
numbers.
Therefore let it be known that
any member who is prepared to offer the initial
issue of such periodicals as The Canadian Courier,
The Canadian Magazine, The Canadian Bookman, The
Canadian Forum, or The Rebel would have his
donation identified by a personalized stamp and
would also win the undying gratitude of the
archivist.
(But to be fair about this, Roy Sharpe
points out that copyright on "undying gratitude"
promised by archivists expires when they do.)
Members examining the photographs on the
east wall of the front hallway can now refer --should they require aid in identification ---

to

a key recently lettered by Maurice Snelgrove,
whom we extend the clubts thanks.

to

Hunter Bishop

A CLUB INVENTORY
OF HADES

Visiting the club just before his death,
Dr. Ian Urquhart handed over to John Morrow some
verses about the club written by the Canadian poet,
the late E.J. Pratt. We reproduce them for the
benefit of those not around when they were written
(1958). The scene is that of an A & L member,
fifty years hence, paying a visit to see his
fellow-members domiciled in that region. They come
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crowding up to greet him --

and here they are:

Composers and apothecaries,

Poets, plumbers, antiquaries.
Directors with their secretaries
Home and foreign missionaries
And writers of obituaries.

Mystics in perpetual trance,

Painters with their disputants,
Philosophers in baggy pants,
Ministers to whom the chance
Had never come in life to dance,
Save when the dreadful circumstance
Of death removed their maiden aunts.
Doctors, auctioneers and bakers,
Dentists, diplomats and fakirs,
Engineers and undertakers.
Baritones and Pacifists,
Tenors and evangelists,
Publishers and atheists,
Puritans and classicists
Scrapping with the modernists.
Journalists who slanted news,
Actors who forgot their cues,
And those who never paid their dues.
Landscapers clad in dungarees,
Chronic luncheon absentees,
Scholars, saints and Ph.D. s.
Rich men, poor men, sages, sots,
Lawyers tying shades in knots,
Pagans, Christians and what-nots,
Musicians good and bad in spots,
Ruralists and Wyandots.
And others not easily classified.
E.J.

Pratt
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NEWS AND VIEWS OF CLUB PROGRAMMES

DECEMBER,

CHRISTMAS AT 14 ELM

.\.\°\..

AND

ACTIVITIES

1977

The Arts and Letters Club has long had a
talent

for keeping a good Christmas

...

a

talent dating back to early Court House days.
The dates of Dec.7, Dec.14, and Dec.23 were
ringed on the 1977 Calendar for the clubts
festive events, in a sequence proceeding from
the traditional to the informal.
The Boar's Head Dinner (which had somehow
wandered into the middle of Hanukah) was the
5 5season's bellwether.
That event has so
dependable a chemistry of its
own -- as eager
ticket-seekers know -- that it turned the

evening into much more than a reminder that
Christmas was 2 weeks away.

The right blend requires both the familiar and
the special.
Phrases suffice to recall the
familiar

--

the tabards worn; the extended

social hour with its opportunity to greet outof-towners and the less frequent; the procession
with its candle-bearers, jester and all; the
mounting and surrounding sounds --"Non Nobis
Domine"; the toast to Her Majesty (whose Royal
predecessor Henry VIII is credited with starting
the Boar's Head tradition); President Pat Hume's
introduction of the noteworthy; the essay-like
extended remarks of our St.George's landlord.
For carols we had an offering more reverent and
ambitious than the sing-along variety, thanks
to the talents of Reg Godden at the piano and
the work of our re-organizing choir under the
direction of John Cozens.

-
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(by following the simple directions on making
reservations, for example) to some warm seasonal
sentiments.
"Tonight", Mr.Schmedemann said in his first remarks
to assembled members "we want to tell you again
that we love the club, and, since you are the club,
If we didn't we
almost all of you!
we love --would not be here now to wish you a very Merry
Christmas."

@

The "special" part of the 1977 Boarts Head Dinner
was billed as a Post-Pudding Pantomime presentation
The action, as conceived by
of "After Cinderella".
Jim Parr and produced by Bob Christie, is set 10
years after the slipper-fitting has, as every child
knows, launched the Princess Cinderella and her
Prince Charming into "living happily ever after"
.... a condition presented with more wit than romance.
Christmas entertainment once again brought together
the talents of many in writing, acting, music, stagehanding, design, wardrobe --

with credits too numer-

ous to list. The closing lines of the pantomime
provided a smooth transition back to the traditional:
the annual singing of Healey Willan's arrangement of
"The First Nowell", this time with two pianos, played
by Malcolm McGrath and Wilf White.
One week later, on Dec.14, the club held the second
of its Christmas events. It was a night for
memberst ladies and their guests, nicely attuned to
the season. Horace Lapp led in carol-singing
around the fireplace and, at the conclusion of a
repeat performance of the "After Cinderella"
pantomime, in the playing and between-stanza
improvization of "The First Nowell".
At the suggestion of House Chairman Ted Brock, the
third and most informal part of the club's Christmas
observance was held on Dec.23 --

the final luncheon

before the club s holiday closing. Members were
encouraged to drop in, to sing, to enjoy the fireside,
to lunch, to linger, and do whatever else the spirit
moved them ....

all in keeping with the Arts and

Letters long talent for keeping a good Christmas.

MIND-MOVING WITH
OCAS PAUL FLECK
Oon

When the president of the Ontario College of Art
as second speaker in this season's "Minds
appeared
the Move" luncheons, club members were treated
to the observations of a well-rounded man, as well
as an effective administrator. Paul Fleck brings
to the office his intelligence, his background as an
English professor, his skill as a gourmet cook, his
experience as an actor, and his superb sense of
humour.

He pointed out that his cooking hobby, --

"involves the knack of bringing together elements

-
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that independently may not work too well.
I have
been faced with administrative
problems where I
have had to decide whether stir-frying or stewing
was the appropriate method to serve up a dish
palatable for all those, alas, who have to eat it."

1

He made the analogy of the college as a cradle: the
cradle in which an infant is gently and lovingly
rocked to create a steady and protective rhythm;

the cradle as a framework on which a ship is
constructed and given support until it is launched
into the sea; the cradle with which placer miners
separate the gold from the gravel with a rhythm
that is steady but somewhat rough.

Paul Fleck felt that the best analogy for an
academic administrator is the ring master of a threering circus --

and here Paul Fleck the writer, Paul

Fleck the actor, and Paul Fleck the humorist held
his audience enthralled.

*because

Thanking Mr. Fleck for the experience, Herman Voaden
expressed the views of many of us when he said: "We
lived with some sense of terror with the things that
were happening at the Art College in the Sixties -and the later move into the non-art, conceptual
period. All of us who have great pride in this
institution because of what it has contributed and
it is the premier art training institution
in Canada had hoped that it would come out of its
doldrums and find its own way. I have been thrilled
with what the new president has done in bringing a
sense of stability, variety, tolerance and the feeling of creativity that is essential."
Alan C. Collier

RAYMOND MORIYAMA
-THE MAN AND HIS
LATEST BUILDING

A distinguished new public building has gone into
service in Toronto, and that's not an event to
escape the notice of those interested in the city's
growing cultural resources.
Arts and Letters Club
members had two opportunities to become acquainted
with the architecture and facilities of the new
Metropolitan Toronto Library at the corner of Yonge
and Asquith.
The first opportunity, less than three weeks after
the Libraryts official opening, was a "Minds on the
Move" luncheon at which the architect, Raymond
Moriyama, shared with us some of the thoughts that
went into its design. Using slides, he showed us
how his creative work began with simple fundamentals:
what is the building expected to do, who uses it and

)

who doesn't use it --

and why; where should it be

located; and so forth. His slides also showed us
the finished result: an open concept with a large
atrium in the middle of a building of five stories,
surrounded by balconies. We saw the use of

-
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reflecting pools to create a pleasant atmosphere,
as well as for sound control and security.
Not
shown, save through the personality of the speaker,
was the "creative leap" by which the groundwork ofA
fundamentals became the actualized idea.
One meret
knows that the same mind that made the leap now has
a list of Toronto buildings to his credit, not least
of which is the Ontario Science Centre.
The second opportunity came to A.

& L. members by

way of the Heliconian Club. The two clubs toured
the building on a Saturday evening under the
auspices of John Parkhill of the Metropolitan
Toronto Library Board. Later, following a buffet
dinner at the Heliconian Club, Mr. Parkhill
explained that the M.T.L.B. was created in 1966 as
one of 14 regional (i.e. co-ordinating) library
boards in Ontario. It is the only one of the 14
that operates a library -- Canada's largest and most
important. Raymond Moriyamats opening statement on
this occasion was brief and without slides, since
he preferred to answer questions. Members of both
clubs took him at his word --

DONALD CREIGHTON
SPEAKS OUT

for almost an hour.

To launch the series of members' dinners he has
lined up for the 1977-78 season, Jack Yocom went
to club member and eminent historian, Professor
Donald Creighton. He asked him to speak on a topiL
issue with roots as old as Canada: the national
W
unity issue.
The speaker and the subject attracted a capacity
crowd. Some came to honor a man whose four decades
of work at the University of Toronto have been of
legendary productivity. Some came alerted to the
controversary that now surrounds Professor Creighton's
provocative interpretation of how Canada got into its
present situation and his equally provocative views
on what should be done about it.
In brief paraphrase, Professor Creighton thinks
Canadians are being exposed to a heavy dose of
"conventional wisdom" about the national unity issue
and the imperatives of greater harmony between the
two language groups.
The trouble with this
"conventional wisdom", in Professor Creighton's view,
is that the premises on which it rests don't square
with the historical facts. For instance, many
Canadians are being conditioned to think of their
country not so much as a political union, but as a
cultural association. The historical fact is that
the Fathers of Confederation set out to create a
political union.
They gave it a constitution in
which language guarantees (Section 133 of the BNA
In the area of
Act) were precise and limited.

)

symbolism, Canadians have long become accustomed to
making accommodations to French-Canadian sensitivities

(e.g. ascendency of Canadian citizenship over
British subject, the quiet but intentional dropping
of the phrase "Dominion of Canada", the flag, etc.)
-- all
without heed to what the country was intended
to be.
Where to from here? Professor Creighton's tenuous
hope lies in the ballot box, which he recommends
to
be used "to obliterate Trudeau and his Montreal
gang". Only then, in his view, will we see an
end
to the promotion of the French language for political purposes, and get on with serious problems
in
the economy and foreign exchange deficits. But,
if
it still comes down to the wire on the
separatism
issue, Professor Creighton left no doubt in
his
audience's mind that he would be a hard-line
negotiater.
A MAJOR D SCLAIMER

Donald Creighton, a distinguished Club Member
with
more letters after his name than in it, is well
known for his controversial views, but when
he
recommended that English Canadians initiate
separation and demand rigid conditions (including
a
mile wide corridor down the St.Lawrence to join
East
and West Canada) a distinct shudder ran through
his

audience.

SIn

thanking him, Wilson Woodside commented that the
standing ovation was a tribute to a great man,
giving
a great performance. He spoke of "one minor
disclaimer" but his point escapes my memory.
I would
like to speak on behalf of those who would profess
a major disclaimer about the contents of this speech.
Canada has been a marriage which has survived through
many an emotional crisis for over a hundred years.
I
am proud to be a Canadian. I do not speak French.
I
do not really understand the French Canadians,
but
I love them as a vital part of this marriage.
St.
Paul said of this type of love, "love bears
all
things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures
all things."
But what happens to love when you start to
catalogue
the sins of your spouse? And Donald Creighton
gave
us an hour long catalogue of Quebec's sins against
the rest of Canada. What happens when Itm all white,
and you re all black? Donald Creighton actually
recommended an apartheid solution to the Quebec
problem. Christ teaches us to turn the other
cheek.
Creighton teaches us to spit in their eye.
Many of us are confused, concerned and even angered
by a Quebec movement that we do not understand.
I believe and pray that the great majority of us But
deeply desire unity in Canada to continue.
We are
at a time in our history which will try our patience

- 6But we must endure.
and love, to the breaking point.
It is not a time to be part of an angry WASP backlash,
which will surely destroy Canada faster than anythC
happening in Quebec.
Lyman Henderson

OXFORD McNEILL
BECOMES LIFE MEMBER

The club's newest life member is Oxford McNeill, an
industrial designer whose commitments to the club's
activities have been unstinting and sustained (the
work with Lou Hartley in refurbishing
latest
being his
But who needs a
areas).
the Great Hall display
so well himself, in an
chronicler
when Oxford says it
After
letter
to President Pat Hume?
interesting
spontaneous outburst
thanking those "who hurled that
of goodwill at my quaking sober person", and
a lovely Shelden portrait,
acknowledging particularly
Oxford writes:
student at
years ago, as a stage-craft
"Over fifty
the Ontario College of Art, Arthur Lismer and Roy
Mitchel brought me to the Club to help in the crafting
of Roy's Xmas production of the Chester Mysteries.
Many other shows followed, fully injecting me with
that theatre serum, which lasts forever.
"At the club I first met Vincent Massey, who later
gave me my first paid theatre job as art director
under Walter Sinclair, the new director imported fz
Hong Kong Little Theatre to head up the eighteen show
This season proved
season at the Hart House Theatre.
to be a very exciting one including the guest direct-

ion by Roy Mitchel of the Chester Mysteries;
Bertram Forsth's Xmas Pantomime of his childrens show
"The Rose and the Ring" and Jacob Ben Ami,actor and
director of "Sampson and Delilah". All these related
events in due course steered me into my theatre and
industrial design career.
"So now you must see and understand the attachment and
gratitude I owe the Arts and Letters Club --

I will ever be able to repay.
DRk

RUPRADi
2
CBLS

The wit
roaring
persons
reading

more than

Bless you all."

of George Bernard Shaw crackled in front of a
fire for our Nov.9 Ladiest Night. Thirteen
rose by turns to participate in a dramatic
of Shaw t s brilliant, hour-and-a-half, single-

conversation play, "Getting Married".
The A & L drama group chaired

(off

stage)

by Bill

Shelden and including Messrs. Kasdan, Osler, Ingram,
Christie, Hall, Brock and Carter had been joined bv
a number of distinguished actresses and one actor.V
Each had a different view of marriage. Joanne
Bersudsky was the pulled-together

mother of the

bride-to-be, Susan Brown, who wanted things in writing
Norma Clark, a spinster aunt,
before she gave in.
still hankered to be a mother without the bother of

being a wife.
Marian Hart found a menage a trois
to
her liking (two men).
But Nonnie Griffin overwhelmed
all as a mayoress, clairvoyant and secret admirer of
the Bishop. Peter Krantz, a student from Ryerson,
was the ultimate groom.
Bob Christie directed, acted
as our guide to the play, and was a warm and wise
Bishop of Chelsea.
The action all took place (in our
mind's eye) in the Bishop's kitchen but the drama was
not exactly modern kitchen sink style.
But what
modern ideas that
man Shaw had.
Let's
have another
Brent Rowe
happy evening with the drama group soon.
wants to be in it next time.

1

J.N.P.H.

CLUB MEMBER DARED THE
FLYING MACHINES

*officers

One manes love affair with flying was informatively
and wittily described at the Members t Monthly Dinner
on November 25, when Trevor Alderwick, executive
director of the Academy of Medicine, told about his
days in the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve.
Mr. Alderwick delighted his audience with his remarks,
slides and films, presenting a series of fun occasions
from training on primitive aircraft in the 30s with
all the essential components - twirled
Terry-Thomas
moustaches, silk scarfs, goggles, "line-shoot"
narration of close calls, and pompous yet off-hand
whose bravery was still to be tested and
would indeed be found to be super. Mr. Alderwick was
shot down early in World War II to become a POW.
The craft -Tiger-Moths, Tudors, Oxfords, Avro-Ansons,
Wellingtons -have long since left from the scene,
but in the amazing young men who flew the machines,

they inspired a raw poetry by "slipping the bonds of
earth" and dedication to a cause.
The program was concluded with a film on Canadian
aviation medicine, "The Environment, The Men, The
Machine."

Jack Yocom
"LES CANADIENNES"
COME TO A. & L.

The Great Hall transformed into the Montreal Forum?
Impossible t But - it happened on Thursday Nov.lOth,
after lunch.
Six teammates from the recent Toronto stage hit Les
Canadiens, headed by our Jonathan Welsh gave us the
atmosphere and action at the Forum on the night of
November 15th, 1976. That historic night the cheers

)

for the election of the PQ drowned out the cheers for
Canadien goals.
Jean Beliveau, Newsy Lalonde and
other Habitant greats skated and scored again.
Without costumes and makeup, without the realistic
Forum setting, without the roller skates and skate
boards that activated the Toronto Workshop Production

-
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of this exciting play, we were in the Forum.

Charles Carter
ARS LONGA

Watercolours have come a long way since the pallid
The technical
washes of Victorian aesthetes.
diversity of the medium was well exemplified in the
return engagement of The Society Painters in
on the walls of the
This exhibition
Watercolour
Great Hall and the Lounge included the works of some

A.

& L.

members.

Completing the fall season was a showing of memberst
paintings in a variety of media. Not only the walls
were covered; the abundant harvest required a
supplementary display on tables. This exhibition
was a rewarding sequel to the interesting group
showing of several members earlier in the season.
Club artists have been well represented in galleries
around town in recent weeks. Dr. Charles Comfort's
one-man show at Roberts Gallery was well attended and
critically acclaimed. Kemp Kieffer had a successful
solo show at the McDowell Gallery and, as President
of the Ontario Society of Artists, participated with
some other Club members in the 105th 0OS.A. Annual
in the same gallery.
Murray McCheyne Stewart exhibited at the Hal Johnsto*
Gallery in the Royal York Hotel. His work showed
handsomely in that setting. Walter Coucill followed
Wil Barnett, Ben Shahn and Jack Levine to be one of
the first Canadians to exhibit at The Prince Arthur
Red push pins reflected
Galleries on that avenue.
the glow of his paintings in a nice monetary way.
Jim Birnie and Jack Secord were represented in The
Eaton Centre Gallery in a group show that went over
well.
"Sold out" describes the response to the oils
exhibited by Barker Fairley at the Marianne Friedland
Here the paintings by
Gallery on Scollard Street.
this renowned Canadian enhanced walls that often
carry leading United States and European art.
J.A.M.

THE LIBRARY

Many are unfamiliar with the extent of the art

collection of the Canadian War Museum, as there has
not been a major exhibition of its holdings since
1946. By her book, A Terrible Beauty, Heather

Robertson has made us aware of the scope and merit
In addition to 104 reproduction*
of the collection.
of war art, the book contains powerful comments by
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participants in the two World Wars, taken from letters,

I

diaries, and interviews. It is companion to a
travelling exhibition which opened on November 4 and

will not end until February 29, 1980.

A book which

reflects expert research done with loving care is

Canada: Symbols Of Sovereignty. The author, Conrad
Swan, is York Herald of Arms-in-Ordinary to Her

Majesty the Queen. He is the first Canadian to be a
member of the College of Arms, and a permanent member
of the Royal Household. The book covers the arms,
seals and flags of Canada from the time of discovery
to the present. There are 46 illustrations in full
colour and 189 in black and white.
In a year-end attempt to record some exhibition
catalogues and some brochures which have been displayed
The
the following titles:
but not mentioned, we list

100 Years
Group of Seven (catalogue of European tour);
Painting;
of the Ontario College of Art; Aviation

Through Canadian Eyes; A List of Canadian Music; Three

Handbooks (published by the Canadian Conference of the

Arts); Aid To Artists.

»

Chuck Matthews arranged that sufficient funds from the
auction of his collection of signed drawings went
toward the purchase of a copy of Tom Thomson: The
is
The text
our library.
Silence And The Storm for
by Harold Town and David Siloox, and both authors
This
Club.
signed our copy specifically for the
impressive book contains 177 colour plates. Dr.Thomas
Howarth, Head of the Department of Architecture at
the U. of T., has donated a copy of his newly-revised
book entitled Charles Rennie Mackintosh And The Modern
Movement; it deals with a Scot who had great influence
This fullyin the development of modern architecture.
illustrated book is obviously the result of a labour

of love, and we are grateful to our fellow member for

his important addition to our Architecture section.
Ian Murray has given a copy of one of the old Chapbooks

published by Ryerson Press.

This book of verse is

entitled The Wanderer, written -

and autographed -

by

the author, Nathaniel Benson. When club member Wallace
Chalmers visited a new and very impressive theatre in
Inverness, Scotland, he brought back for our library
an illustrated booklet which described and shows in
detail the 814-seat Eden Court Theatre.
Hunter Bishop
AN HONOURED COMPANY

S

Your little blue membership roster contains the names
of some much-honoured men. With some trepidation
(since we can't vouch for completeness), we repprt
that at least four members were recognized by the Queen
during her Silver Jubilee. Recipients of the Silver
Jubilee Medal known to us include Dr. W.E. Swinton
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and Dr. John H. Yocom (both of whom are past presidents
of the club), artist Osvald Timmas, and Dr.John Scott.
Acquiring honours has become a natural consequence o
Bill Swinton's well-spent years. We have been
notified of two others. He has been made a Fellow of
the Royal College of Physicians -- a rare recognition
for a non-medical man. He also received the honorary
degree of Doctor of Letters from the University of
Western Ontario.
(Members will have the opportunity
of hearing Dr. Swinton speak on "Famous Doctors and
Their Artistic Avocations" at a members' dinner on
February 24. For that occasion, Newsletter plans to
reprint a citation about Dr. Swinton written by Dr.
Carl Williams, then President of the University of
Western Ontario and a former vice-president of A & L)
Another former university president and club member,
Dr. Murray Ross, has been in the news. He has won
the 1977 American Council on Education Book Award for
the outstanding book in the field of higher education
published in 1976. Under the title, "The University;
The Anatomy of Academe", Dr. Ross traces the growth
of the university since its origins in Medieval times
and compares university developments in Canada,
Britain, and the United States.
A wide range of interests, both vocational and
P
avocational, is represented in the freshening stream
of new members. David McCordic, the membership
chairman, says seven have joined since the last
Newsletter was published. They are:
Hugh Anson-Cartwright:

professional, age 47; B.A.Sc,, C.A.: Hugh is a
prominent dealer in specialty and antiquarian books.
He is a past president of the Antiquarian Booksellers
Association of Canada and is a member of the National
Archival Appraisal Board. He is also past honorary
treasurer of the Canadian Music Centre. We look
forward to Hughes interest and advice in connection
with the club library.

Stanley E.

member, age 55; B.A., L.L.B., L.L.M.(Harvard): Stan,
a tax specialist, is well known to members of the bar
as both a law school lecturer and as a senior partner
of the Fraser & Beatty law firm. He is a supporter
of many arts, especially music. Stant s wife,Jean, has
starred in the Spring Revue for many years.

Edwards:

David W. Howes:

member, age 25; B.A. : David is a marketing representative with IBM and is interested in literature and
sketching. He was impressive this summer in his
appearance at the club and elsewhere in the role of@
best man to art committee chairman, Tony Wilch.

- 11 Ronald McLean:

professional, age 53; Ronald is proprietor of
Waddington-McLean Co.Ltd. and as such is a recognized
appraiser of paintings and other works.

His special

interests are Canadian and European paintings, silver
and modern studio pottery.

Donald K. Peacock:

R.E.

(Mike)

Randall:

professional, age 57; A.R.I.B.A., M.R.A.I.C., Mus.Bac:
We are pleased to welcome Donald back to the Arts and
In addition to
Letters Club after a 6-year absence.
his activities as a professional architect, Doabld is
a sculptor member and past vice president of the Ontario Society of Artists.

member, age 46; Mike is a corporate secretary and has

considerable experience in the design of commercial
forms and brochures. He enjoys painting and sketching
and has performed as a principal in the Dominion Drama

Festival.
Michael V. Spence:

James E.

Thorne:

member, age 47; B.A.Sc. : Michael, an electrical
engineer, is resource utilization coordination engineer
with the Power System Operations Division of the Ontaric
Hydro. Michael is past president of the Association
of Community Theatres, a past president of Theatre
His
Ontario and is president of Arts Etobicoke.
special interests are stage lighting, set construction
and stage management and we look forward to his
participation in the Spring Show.
member, age 69: Jim, a retired banker, is an active
He has exhibited with
landscape and figure painter.
the Royal Canadian Academy and the Canadian Society
of Painters in Water Colour and is vice president of
the Art Guild of Scarborough. In addition to painting
Jim enjoys photography and acting.
These seven are additional to the 14 recent new members
who were welcomed to the club at a special luncheon on
November 17. The wit and urbanity of the luncheon
host, President Pat Hume, made the introductions not
only relaxed, but also one of the delights of the
club t s autumn calendar.

TWO MUSICAL EVENTS

The Chamber Players opened their tenth anniversary
season by performing at a club Ladies Night on October
19. It was also their first concert under their new
musical director, Miss Marta Hidy. If all their
concerts come up to the standard of what they offered
the club, we are sure they will more than maintain
the enviable reputation they have held in the past.
Except for a Mozart encore, the entire program was
drawn from works of the late 19th and 20th century -somewhat of a departure from previous programs which
usually contained earlier works.

follows:
Warlock -

Capriol Suite

The program was as
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Elgar - Serenade for Strings in E.Minor, Opus 20
Hovhannes -

Prayer of St. Gregory

Greig - The Last Spring from Two Elegiac Melodier
Opus 34
Bartok - Divertimento
Only the Bartok sounded like "modern" music, and even

this turned out less fearsome than we might have been
led to believe from Miss Hidyts introduction. Another
innovation, at least as far as I am concerned, was the
introduction of a soloist on a wired instrument in
the person of Stuart Laughton, trumpet, who joined the
orchestra for a fine performance of the work by
Hovhannes, a contemporary American composer who devotes
himself mainly to religious music.
As usual, Nelson Dempster introduced the players, more
numerous than in the past, but with a few new faces
and some familiar ones missing.
For a pre-Christmas treat
ming Artist at Lunch" was
old lad, suggested as our
Prendergast whose son has
school mate and friend.

on December 20, our "PerforChai Chou,a seventeen year
performer by Walter
been for some years his

The program was as follows:
Schumann - Arabesque
Ravel - Ondine
Chopin - Etude in E Major
Prokofieff - The Devil's Inspiration

All of these were major works and, particularly the
Ravel and Prokofieff, ones making enormous technical
demands. These were more than adequately met and
the performance was truly outstanding especially from
one so young. Mr. Chou is going to Germany next year
for further studies and I am sure we will hear more
from him in the future.
W.F.

Haehnel

